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Best rock songs with piano solos

Cher has been making music for decades and has numerous hits. But did any of them hit 1 on the Billboard Hot 100? Here's a look at her biggest solo hits and how they've drawn. Cher | LIFE's collection of photographs via Getty Images 4. Dark Lady Dark Lady is more of a short story than a regular pop song. It's about what happens
when Cher, or rather the character she portrays, goes to see a voodoo queen from New Orleans. It's like a combination of fairy tales from The Crypt and The Princess and the Frog, with some sinister music and New Orleans. The Dark Lady is one of four Billboard Hot 100, 1 singles by the goddess of Pop from her solo career. Here's a
look at the other three. Dark Lady RELATED: Why Cher didn't want to record If I Could Turn Back Time 3. Gypsies, trampolines and thieves This song is from the very title. He uses the shura for the historically oppressed Roma people - a schnillo that has become increasingly unusual in recent years. Ironically, the song is empathized by
the oppressed. For better or worse, this piece is unforgettable. Cher's vocal performance is commanding and more powerful than punches. There are things to admire gypsies, trampolines and thieves - it's just not the use of schnins. 2. Believe although Cher records many dance songs, Believe is probably the most famous. According to
The New York Times, the song stems from a conversation Cher had with Rob Dickins, president of Warner Music U.K. He said: I want you to make a dance album, Cher said. I said I didn't want to. But I have this problem: If someone says I want you to do something and I'm not sure, I usually just say I don't want to do it. Believe
RELATED: Why Barbra Streisand, Cher and Donna Summer Nixon This is Raining Men' Cher is unhappy with Believe, because its lyrics are initially inferior. I thought: You may be sad about a verse, but you can't be sad for two, Cher said. The other night, I was lying in my bathtub with my outfit in the little faucet, playing with the words,
and it came out on the same line. Maybe I'm too good for you. That's how she made a musical story. 1. Half Breed Half Breed is Cher's most successful solo song. It's definitely a relic of the era. The 1970s were a time when images of indigenous peoples in pop culture were more sympathetic than in previous decades. For example, Clint
Eastwood Western Outlaw Jose Wells and Paul River &amp; &amp;quot;Raiders's hit Indian Reservation (The Lament of the Cherokee Reservation Indian) has an empathic view of Native Americans. However, it's not like 1970s pop culture isn't problematic - and Half Breed an example of that. is a song about the evils of racism, where
Cher takes on the role of a semi-indigenous woman. She's Indian? According to Mental Floss, she always said she was Armenian, Irish and German. Following the release of Half of the She said she had Indian origins on her mother's side. Cher has refrained from performing the song on some touring stops over the past few years;
Fortunately, she has many other hits to choose from. Disco songs sound like an anomaly to some people - after all, Disco suck was the roar of rock 'n' roll fans in the late 1970s, fans who thought guitar bands were dead in the water, at least on RADIO AM, during the 18-month reign of American. Turns out they're not worried, they're not
worried. In the meantime, however, some rock artists who badly needed to stay at the top of the charts - including many who loved the new sound - risk alienating their core audience by flirting with disco. Here are the most popular of these experiments. Miss Tess of the Rolling Stones 12 inches. Probably the biggest and most enduring hit
on this list, it was the disco that sparked the most controversy - although the world's biggest rock-roll band had flirted with the funk of the song Hot Stuff, which was on its way to the previous year, but there were no seizure snaps of bassline, although the band tried to make sure it was just an R&B number. Fortunately, this is a much more
enigmatic song than Things; One of the peaks of their mid-1970s period, with Jagger using the false ity he had pronounced since last year The Fool to Cry. Critics are still crying out for Maud's transformation from a racial and bones soul traveler into a slippery superstar, and this big hit ended the process a few years before with his switch
to Atlantic Records. And for good reason: written by Stewart and drummer Carmine Apis and for some reason featuring the high opera vocals of an earlier ballad Trade Winds, this song was immortal, goofy, nailed and deliberately indifferent. (Even singles-bar lovers in the lyrics never walk past coffee and early film.) But it was shiny, and
for this era of radio, shiny was everything. So integral is this song to the overall concept of roger waters leader's self-used rock opera wall, which serves to reinforce the main musical and lyrical theme while ensuring the dramatic climax of the first act that many Floyd fans to this day do not think of it as a disco. But despite being released
quite late in the game (early 1980s), it's a disco: this glamorous hit is the missing link between Fly Robin Fly and Billie Jean. Why couldn't he take it? Has he drowned out the controversy surrounding the anti-authoritarian text? Or was it the end of the solo that occupies half the track? Such a large disco and old-fashioned turn from the late
Seventies that it was necessary: an icon doo-wop singing disco songs for Fife music, featuring Peter Frampton on guitar. A great song written by bee gees' lead killer, Barry Gibb, and if you're Valley You know it sounds good to everything. No one has explained exactly why Grease is the word, not just something you've used to get your
hair out in the past. Maybe Bowser knows. Or not, eagles (especially Don Henley) have always sought to change the trends on which it can be filmed. And while they are ironically one of a handful of bands that have been entirely at the disco, they were present at the outset with this single in 1975, at a time when disco is still something
people only do in New York, San Francisco and Philly. Folsetto vocals, spare girls and all that, this smooth little funk number fits right into Henley's back catalogue for a bubbly slippery and lyrical biting assault. And as far as any provincial disco genre goes, its only true competitor is Kiss' All Over. Blondie came from the disco phenomenon
on the other side of America's fences; they were in New York through and through, the Big Apple was pulsating in the disco, so they decided to pay tribute. New Wave fans aren't necessarily adapted to hate the genre as classical rock fans, but it was still something of a breakthrough, largely because of the band's usual MVPs: Debbie
Harry's passionate persona, some undeniable hooks, and especially drummer Clem Burke, one of rock's great unwanted geniuses, who took the opportunity to deliver a bang in plugging filled parts into disco-rhythm rock. Paul was always on a new trend, at least at the height of his solo powers, and the disco already had for him, as he
began to gravitate toward classical ballroom dancing the minute Middle America got for it. All the cookies had to write the song, and this is naturally one of his most romantic, good ways to get a squat of McCartney's most wonderful tunes without getting stuck in a foxtrow. The delicious rock guitar duel in the middle was just a glaze. Babs
was born with a huge gay man after, or so it seems, she had to start cutting discos after working without the debauchery that is the Star of Born. Although she arrived quite late to the game, she does great, milking diva's disc tendencies for everything they've cost and adding a sense of drama you can only get when you make your bones
on show tunes. Then there's a summit with enough #1, unless you count Funkytown, it was a way out of school. It took KISS five hard years to dig themselves out of the mess they got into in the late Seventies, when out of sheer desperation they kiddie and went disco into a short inheritance. And they've never been so popular again.
However, the damage to their reputation is a monster hit, largely because of the gargantuan vocal singing hooks provided by composer Desmond Child. If his work is not familiar to you, try to sing Darish love and Joan Jett I hate myself to love you over this song and you'll see why unfortunately he ruled the Reagan years. ELO fans from
the back have not yet forgiven them for disco, first with this hit, then with the soundtrack of the legendary flop musical Xanadu. But it actually made sense. Creative head Jeff Lynn already has something for string sections, torch songs, pop hooks and the big thick beats provided by drummer Bev Bevan; all he had to do was collect the
parts in the right order. This song, while relying on a simple disco hit, still manages to convey all the lavishness and grandeur of the spacecraft in full flight. Flight.
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